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Southern Section of Beijing Metro Line 16 Commences Passenger Service 
MTR’s Mainland Operational Network Exceeds 300 Kilometres 

MTR Corporation announces that its associate, Beijing MTR Corporation Limited (Beijing 
MTR), opened the Phase III Southern Section of Beijing Metro Line 16 (Line 16) for 
passenger service today (31 December 2022). The new 14.2-kilometre section contains 10 
stations and connects to the Phase I Northern Section and Phase II Middle Section, running 
from Bei’anhe Station to Yushuzhuang Station, enhancing Beijing MTR’s network and 
providing passengers with more commuting options. 

Line 16 is a backbone line running from north to south and serving commuters in key areas 
including the hi-technology clusters in northern Beijing, Lize Financial Business District, Beijing 
Fengtai railway station and Zhongguancun Fengtai Science Park. 

Mr Adi Lau, Managing Director – Mainland China Business and Global Operations Standards of 
MTR Corporation said: “With Phase III of Line 16 commencing service, the total operational 
length of our network in the Mainland of China now exceeds 300 kilometres which marks a 
milestone in the development of the Corporation. Beijing was the city where the Corporation 
launched railway services in the Mainland of China for the first time. We are very honoured to 
continue working with our partners and provide safe, convenient and low-carbon journeys to 
more citizens in Beijing.” 

“Beijing MTR is committed to enhancing passengers' travelling experience. We will continue to 
empower our services by introducing more intelligent and human-centred initiatives. We also 
care for passengers with special needs and strive to build more caring, inclusive and sustainable 
communities,” said Mr Wilson Shao, General Manager of Beijing MTR. 

Beijing MTR is a joint venture between MTR Corporation, Beijing Capital Group Limited and 
Beijing Infrastructure Investment Corporation Limited. The company also operates Beijing 
Metro Line 4, the Daxing Line, Beijing Metro Line 14 and the Southern Section of Beijing Metro 
Line 17. 
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About MTR Corporation 

To Keep Cities Moving, MTR makes encounters happen and rendezvous for a more connected tomorrow. As a recognised world-
class operator of sustainable rail transport services, we are a leader in safety, reliability, customer service and efficiency. 

MTR has extensive end-to-end railway expertise with more than 40 years of railway projects experience from design to planning 
and construction through to commissioning, maintenance and operations. Going beyond railway delivery and operation, MTR 
also creates and manages dynamic communities around its network through seamless integration of rail, commercial and 
property development. 

With more than 40,000 dedicated staff*, MTR carries over 13 million passenger journeys worldwide every weekday in Hong Kong, 
the United Kingdom, Sweden, Australia and Mainland China. Together, we Go Smart and Go Beyond.  

For more information about Beijing MTR Corporation Limited, please visit http://www.mtr.bj.cn. 

*includes our subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures in Hong Kong and worldwide 



 

 

Appendix: 
 

Beijing MTR Operating network 
 

 

 


